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Hudson House is pleased to present Right To Repair, an exhibition bringing together the work of three
artists using material investigations to contemplate the environmental havoc of contemporary times. The
human impact on land has led to extraction, displacement, and vast amounts of accumulated refuse.
Eleanor Conover, Pooneh Maghazehe, and Matthew Schrader use painting, sculpture, and photography to
explore the way the natural world persists and acclimates to unnatural conditions. They are each
interested in the way industry has shaped landscape and employ marble (Conover), plants and steel
(Schrader), and a variety of synthetic materials (Maghazehe) to create new forms that reify the often
overwhelming questions posed by environments in flux.

Matthew Schrader’s photos of the Ailanthus tree, commonly known as the Tree Of Heaven, depict a
plant that is now fairly ubiquitous in American cities. Originally introduced to North America from China
by Philadelphian naturalist William Hamilton in 1784 as a decorative addition for gardens, it is now
considered an invasive species and has been deemed a “noxious weed”. The Ailanthus tree species can
serve as a metaphor for the complexity of displacement and acclimation to a new land. Schrader’s
Ailanthus Seed Pods are on display, a reminder of their ongoing ability to multiply and shape future
changes yet to come. A nod to one of Pennsylvania’s best known exports, a pair of steel rods exactly two
yards long are placed against a wall and connected with delicate thread. The piece engages Schrader’s
ongoing riffs on measurement devices as well as a linguistic play on the word yard.

Eleanor Conover’s paintings are created through a process of dyeing, bleaching, sewing, oil painting,
and adhering pieces of marble to the surface. The marble is sourced by the artist from a quarry in
Knoxville, Tennessee. The painterly language and unconventional material exploration both take on
investigative and intuitive processes. Together they balance the dichotomous nature of being in a body-
the pursuit of knowledge and the desire for some things to remain mysterious. On a chemical level marble
consists of calcite crystals that are linked like jigsaw puzzle pieces after exposure to extreme heat and
pressure. Conover’s paintings begin with dye and bleach permeating linen and then oil paint and
eventually marble slabs are applied to the surface. Much like an archeological dig they encourage a
measured meditation on land and history via a stratified system of layers.



Pooneh Maghazehe’s sculptures are formed from such materials as hot glue, leak seal, plastic dip,
plaster, coupons, bent bamboo patio furniture, brown lunch bags, wood glue clamps, and various metals.
The material conversation focuses on themes of reusing, recycling, and recirculating of man-made
materials in contemporary culture. Recognizable symbols are repurposed to mimic animal and human
forms and a new sense of functionality embedded in refuse. Coca-cola symbols and coupons give way to
cascading textures or etchings of a pelican, a reminder that in the right hands anything can find a new
purpose. A series of locking lids for oil barrels references their original role as gatekeepers of the toxic
and valuable liquid mixture found in geological formations. Yet in Maghazehe’s work they become
portal-like reliefs, inviting the viewer to find their reflection or a framed surface of material exploration.

Matthew Schrader is an artist based in New York. Schrader’s work moves between sculpture, image
making and spatial intervention. Recent projects have engaged aspects of landscape, migration, material
memory and circulations of power. He received an MFA in sculpture from the Milton Avery Graduate
School of Arts at Bard College and a BFA from the Rhode Island School of Design. Schrader’s work has
appeared in exhibitions at MoMA PS1, White Columns, P!, The Abrons Art Center, MINI/Goethe-Institut
Curatorial Residencies Ludlow 38, Gertrude and Room East. He is a recipient of The Rema Hort Mann
Foundation Emerging Artist Grant in New York City

Eleanor Conover is an artist whose work engages with the physical and material conditions of painting
as means to engage with metaphors of environmental time and space. Recent past exhibitions include
Able Baker Contemporary (Portland, ME), Bad Water (Knoxville, TN) and Ortega y Gasset Projects
(Brooklyn, NY). She was the 2020-21 recipient of the Wellesley College Alice C. Cole ’42 fellowship.
Her practice has also been supported through artist residencies including the Sam and Adele Golden
Foundation, Cow House Studios, and the Joseph A. Fiore Art Center. With an interest in land and the
environment, she has additionally engaged in the research of geologic histories in Philadelphia, PA and
visual work regarding ecology in coastal places as remote as the Aleutian Islands, AK. Born in Hartford,
CT in 1988, she received an MFA at Tyler School of Art, Temple University (2018) and a BA from
Harvard College (2010). She received a post-MFA teaching fellowship at The University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, and has recently relocated to Carlisle, PA, where she is currently an Assistant Professor of Art
at Dickinson College.

Pooneh Maghazehe is a sculptor based in Brooklyn, NY. Recent solo exhibitions include “Half-Life” at
KinoSaito Art Center in Verplanck, NY and “2for1” at Kathryn Brennan Gallery in New York, NY. Her
work has been exhibited internationally and reviewed in Artforum, BmoreArt, Contemporary Practices, &
Magazine 1. Maghazehe received an MFA from Columbia University in 2011.

Caitlin MacBride is an artist based in Hudson, NY. Her work engages material culture and artifacts in
an exploration of labor, desire, and belief systems. MacBride has a BFA from the Rhode Island School of
Design and an MFA from the Milton Avery Graduate School of the Arts, Bard College. She has shown at
Fisher Parrish, Heroes, Chapter NY, Real Fine Arts, Greene Naftali, Zach Feuer, Jack Barrett Gallery,
Hesse Flatow, and Neuer Berliner Kunstverein among others. Her work has been written about in The
New York Times, Modern Painters, Art Forum, New York Magazine, and Vogue.com
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